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Patent No. 3,778,614, the disclosure of
(71)
W e , OHIO-NUCLEAR INC, a c o r poration of the State of Ohio, United States which is incorporated herein by reference.
of America, of 6000 Cochran Road, Solon,
I n such apparatus, a radiation source and
Ohio 44139, United States of America, d o a radiation detector are mounted in a
hereby declare the invention, for which we spaced apart relationship from each other
pray that a patent may be granted to us, in a framework on opposite sides of an
and the method by which it is to be per- enlarged patient opening. The patient may
formed, to b e particularly described in and be variously located in the opening and then
by the following statement:—
X-rayed by means of the radiation source
This invention relates to cable control and detector in conjunction with attendant
and take-up mechanisms for elongated flex- controls, processing equipment and display
ible cables or the like, and to X-ray scan- terminals. I n order that a full and complete
ning apparatus incorporating such mechan- patient X-ray may be taken, the radiation
isms.
source and detector are desirably movable
The invention is particularly applicable to about the patient opening in the scanner
a cable control and take-up mechanism for framework thus permitting X-rays to be
use in X-ray scanner apparatus where a taken at various angles and elevations
number of individual cables which comprise through the patient. Accordingly, means are
a cable harness are employed to supply provided for selectively and simultaneously
high power, fluid, electronics and the like to moving the radiation source and detector
X-ray scanner components mounted in a components about the patient opening to a
frame and which are selectively movable number of different positions.
between a number of different positions for
While sometimes only relative rotational
performing X-raying functions and will be movement of the source and detector may
described with particular reference thereto. be provided around the patient opening, it
However, it will be appreciated by those has been found particularly desirable t o
skilled in the art that the invention has provide both rotational and traversing movebroader applications and may be used in ment to facilitate the performance of a more
other types of apparatus and environments versatile and complete X-raying operation.
where it is desired to maintain control and For this purpose and in some instances, the
take-up of at least one elongated flexible scanner frame includes a generally vertically
cable-like member which is movable in an disposed rotate frame which is selectively
apparatus between a number of different rotatable about the axis of the patient openpositions and wherein the cable could other- ing. Mounted to this rotate frame is a
wise become entangled in the apparatus or traverse frame which is independently movbe unnecessarily prematurely worn requiring able across the rotate frame. The radiation
replacement.
source and radiation detector are mounted
The present cable control and take-up on opposite sides of the traverse frame in
mechanism is particularly applicable to use order that they may be selectively and
either
rotated
and/or
on X-ray diagnostic medical instrumentation simultaneously
commonly known as a traverse, axial, com-- traversed to predetermined positions or
puterized tomographic X-ray scanner. The through a predetermined path to obtain the
general techniques employed in such instru- desired pattern of patient X-rays.
mentation are disclosed in detail in U.S.
I n order to render the radiation source,
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and detector operative in the general manner movement relative thereto, said cable wheel
heretofore described through the sophisti- assembly having an assembly axis and incated X-ray scanner apparatus and attendant eluding a cylindrical hub having an outer
controls, processing equipment and display surface and spaced apart sides extending
terminals, it is necessary that a number of radially outward from the ends of said hub 70
flexible cables which comprise a cable and iptatable about said assembly axis
harness be strung from this attendant equip- independently of said hub with the area
ment through the X-ray scanner apparatus between said sides and hub outer surface
and to the radiation source and detector defining a cable receiving channel wherein
themselves. T h e sensitivity of the type of a portion of said at least one cable is 75
process and apparatus involved requires received in said channel and around said
that these cables also have a certain thick- hub between said track and said second
ness of insulation to protect them froui area, said cable wheel assembly being selecinadvertent damage during apparatus opera- tively movable relative to said track between
tion. Because these cables are strung through a home position adjacent said track first 80
the X-ray scanner apparatus to the radiation end and an extended position spaced along
source and detector, and because the radia- said track toward said track second end in
tion source and detector are selectively response to the tension force of said at least
movable during the scanner apparatus opera- one cable as said operating member is
tion, a certain amount of slack must be moved from, said first toward said second 85
provided in the cables between the areas position; and
^
at which they enter the apparatus and the ; means for continuously urging said cable
area at which they are connected to the wheel assembly toward said home position
radiation source and detector. This, of against the tension of said at least one
course, allows these components to be cable.
90
moved unimpeded by the; cables between
According to a second aspect of the
their various operative positions.
present invention there is provided a cable
Typically, the X-ray scanner frame is control and take-up mechanism for at least
extremely crowded with a substantial num- one elongated flexible c a b l e - o r the like
ber of individual components so that there s t a t i o n a r y mounted at a first area to an 9 5
is only a very limited and close spaced area apparatus and extending t o a movable
in which , to thread the cables from the second area in said apparatus and operably
entrance to the X-ray scanner apparatus to connected to an operating member which is
the radiation source and detector and to selectively movable relative to said apparatus
also provide the necessary slack required to in a predetermined planar- operating plane 10Q
facilitate movement of these components, between a first normal position and a second
Moreover, care must be taken in threading position spaced from said first position, said
and locating the cables so that during actual control and take-up mechanism comprising:
operation of the scanner and movement of
, an elongated arcuate cable track fixedly
the radiation source and detector between mounted to said apparatus in a plane gen- 105
their various positions to secure the neces- erally parallel to said operating plane with
sary patient X-rays, the cables d o n o t rub said track having first and;second spaced
or otherwise engage the apparatus i n a apart ends, a portion of said at least one
manner causing destruction or irreparable cable, extending between said first and
damage to them.
second areas being longitudinally received 110
According to a first aspect of the present along at least a portion of said track;
invention, there is provided a cable control
_a cable wheel assembly communicating
and take-up mechanism for at least one. with said cable track and arranged for selecelongated flexible cable or the like station- tive rolling movement thereto and having an
arily mounted at a first area to an apparatus assembly axis, extending generally normal 115
and operably connected at a second area to to the longitudinal axis of said track, said
an operating member which is selectively cable , wheel assembly including a cylindrical
movable relative to said apparatus in a pre- hub having an outer surface and spaced
determined path between a first position apart sides extending radially outward of
a n d a second position spaced from said first said hub with said sides and hub being 120
position, said control and take-up mechan- rotatable about said assembly axis independism comprising:
ently of each other, the area between said
a cable track fixedly mounted to said sides and hub defining a. cable receiving
apparatus, and having first, and second channel with a portion of said at least one
spaced apart ends, a portion of said at least cable being received in said channel in con- 125
one cable extending between said first and. tact with a circumferential portion of said
second areas passing longitudinally • along hub between said c.able track and said
at least a portion of said track;
second area, asid cable wheel assembly being
a cable-wheel assembly communicating selectively rollinglv movable on said track
with said track and arranged for selective about said assembly axis between a home 130
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1,550,525:
position adjacent said track first end when
said operating member is in said first position and an extended position spaced along
said track toward said track second end as
said operating member is moved from said
first toward said second position, said cable
wheel assembly being moved from said
home toward said extended position by the
tension force exerted on said assembly
around said hub by said at least one cable
as said operating member is moved from
said first toward said second position; and
means for continuously urging said cable
wheel assembly toward said home position
against the tension force of said at least one
cable.
According to a third aspect of the present
invention there is provided an X-ray scanning apparatus having a radiation source
and detector mounted therein for selective
movement at least rotationally through an
operating plane between first and second
positions around an apparatus opening, at
least one elongated cable extending through
said apparatus from a first area to operative
engagement with at least said radiation
source at a second area, and a cable control and take-up mechanism for said at least
one cable, said mechanism including: a
cable track fixedly mounted to said apparatus and having first and second spaced apart
ends, a portion of said at least one cable
extending between said first and second
areas passing longitudinally along at least a
portion of said track; a cable wheel
assembly communicating with said track
and arranged for selective movement relative
thereto, said cable wheel assembly having
an assembly axis and including a cylindrical
hub having an outer surface and spaced
apart sides extending radially outward from
the ends of said hub and rotatable about
said assembly axis independently of said hub
with the area between said sides and hub
outer surface defining a cable receiving
channel wherein a portion of said at least
one cable is received in said channel and
around said hub between said track and said
second area, said cable wheel assembly
being selectively movable relative to said
track between a home position adjacent said
track first end and an extended position
spaced along said track toward said track
second end, said cable wheel assembly being
movable between said home and extended
positions in response to the tension of said
at least one cable as said radiation source
and detector are moved' between said first
and second positions; and means for continuously urging said cable wheel assembly
toward said home position against the tension of said at least one cable.

at least partially overcomes at least some
of the above referred to'problems of the
prior art and is simple in design, operation
and economical. It positively controls and
guides a plurality of flexible cables extending between a stationary mounted area and
a movable operating member and may b e
adapted to use in a number of different
apparatus in a number of different environments where cable control and take-up
mechanisms may be advantageously employed.
The preferred mechanism is particularly
i(but not exclusively) suited to use in an
X-ray scanner apparatus. One advantage of
the preferred embodiment of the present
invention is that it ensures controlled
behaviour of flexible cables which comprise
a cable harness for the X-ray scanner
apparatus, that is, high power cables, oil
hoses and electronic cables, within the confines of the X-ray scanner gantry frame.
Another advantage of the preferred cable,
control and take-up mechanism, is that it is
of a compact design so that it requires a
minimum of space within an X-ray scanner
gantry frame. Another advantage of the preferred embodiment of the present invention
is that it aids in protecting the cables to
increase their effective useful fives in the
scanner apparatus. Still another advantage
of the preferred mechanism is that of providing a neat, uncluttered appearance for
the many cables required to pass through
the X-ray scanner apparatus gantry frame
to operative communication with a radiation,
source and detector thereto.
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In accordance with a preferred feature of
the present invention, the means for continuously urging comprises a spring biased reel 105.
spaced remote from the cable wheel
assembly and operably connected thereto by
an elongated flexible member. The reel is
spring biased in a manner such that the
cable wheel assembly will be continuously 11Q .
urged toward the home position with the
alongated flexible member being paid off
of and onto the heel as the wheel assembly
is moved between the home and extended
positions responsive to movement of the 115
operating member.

In accordance with a further preferred
feature of the present invention, means are
provided for maintaining the at least one
cable in contact with the wheel assembly 110
hub over the same degree of the circumference thereof as the cable wheel assembly
is moved between the home and extended,
60
positions in response to movement of the
operating member.
' •-•125)
The invention will now be further deA cable control and take-up mechanism scribed, by way of example, with reference
that constitutes a preferred embodiment of to the accompanying drawings, wherein:
65 the invention and is described hereinbelow ^ Figure 1 is a perspective and general view
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of an X-ray scanner apparatus to which the extends between and is connected t o vertical 65
supports 28, 30.
present invention is particularly applicable;
A patient table generally designated 40 is
Figure 2 is a front elevational view of a
gantry frame for the X-ray scanner appara- disposed adjacent the front face 18 of the
5; tus shown in Figure 1 and showing incor- casing 16 at the opening 14. The patient
poration therein of ' a mechanism embody- table 40 comprises a table portion 42 which 70
is mounted on a base 44.
ing the present invention;
The specifics of operation for the X-ray
Figure 3 is a cross-seetional view taken
scanner apparatus disclosed above does not
.
along the line 3—3 of Figure 2;
1.0.
Figure 4 is a view of the cable control form a specific part of the mechanism C
and take-up mechanism embodying the in- embodying the present invention. T h e over- 75
vention with a cable wheel assembly thereof all concepts involved in such apparatus may,
however, be obtained from the abovein a home position;
Figure 5 is an enlarged" view showing the mentioned U.S. Patent No. 3,778,614 which . .
1$. cable wheel assembly with one side wall of. is incorporated herein by reference.
With particular reference to FIGURE 2, 80
a cable trough and one: side of the cable,
wheel assembly removed for ease of illustra-" the casing 16 covers the gantry frame B.
which comprises vertical gantry members
tion;
.
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view taken 60 and horizontal gantry frame members
62. The specifics of construction of the
20 along lines 6—6 of Figure 5;
frame B do not form a part of the 85
Figure 7 is a view showing a portion of a mechanism C embodying the invention, and
tension means roller chain in "partial cross- only some of these members are generally ,
section;
shown in order that those skilled in the art . .
Figure 8 is a view of the cable control may appreciate the preferred environment
25 : and take-up mechanism with the cable of the mechanism embodying the invention. 90
assembly moved to an _ extended position Disposed in the gantry frame B is a rotatethereof in response to movement of a radia- frame generally designated 64 which is
tion source and detector of the scanner generally planar in nature, generally vertically disposed and mounted fpr selective
• ; apparatus; and
30"
Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view similar rotational movement in the plane of the 95
to Figure 6 showing a slightly modified con- gantry frame B by conventional means not
figuration of the: cable trough and cable shown. Rigidly affixed to the rotate frame
64 is a large circular drive gear 66 having
wheel assembly.
; The accompanying drawings show; aft drive teeth disposed along the outer peri35 X-ray scanner apparatus A which has there- pheral edge thereof. A pinion gear 68 100
in a gantry frame B and a cable control and engages the drive gear 66 and is operably
take-up mechanism C which embodies the mounted to a drive motor generally desigpresent invention. The mechanism C is em- nated 70 rigidly mounted to the gantry
. -ployed in . conjunction with and for frame B. Energization of. the drive motor
40 controlling the cables of a cable harness H. 70 to rotatably drive the pinion gear 68 in 105
. With reference to Figure I, the. X-ray one direction or another will affect opposite
scanner apparatus A houses an X-ray rotational movement of the rotate frame 64
scanner which Includes a radiation source through the drive gear 66, The rotate frame' .
-. -10 which transmits radiation, usually X or 64 includes an enlarged generally centrally
45 gamma radiation, to a detector 12, the com- located circular opening .72 which acts to 110
ponents 10, 12, being disposed on opposite define a portion of the opening 14 through
sides of an opening 14 in which the patient the X-ray scanner apparatus A. Convenior medium of the radiation would lie. The ently mounted so as to extend along and
"
- . . radiation source 10 and detector 12 are. adjacent the outer side edges of the rotate
50 mounted for linear traverse and rotational frame 64 are a pair of elongated slide bars115
movement in a manner to' be more particu- or rods generally designated 74, 76.
larly described hereinafter. Generally, how-, : A traverse frame generally designated 78
ever, the source 10 of radiation and detector having a planar configuration is closely: .
_ 12, along with appropriate circuitry and: the associated with an in operative communica55 . gantry frame 8, are mounted for traverse:, tion with the rotate frame 64. The traverse 120
and rotational movement in a casing 16 frame 78 includes mounting arms 80, 82,
haying a front face 18, a rear face 20,. 84 and 86 extending outwardly from the
opposed sides 22, 24 and a top 26. Mounted' opposed side edges thereof. The mounting. outwardly from and adjacent the sides 22, arms 80. 82 are slidably received on the
60 .24 of the casing 16 are vertical supports 28, elongated- slide bar- 74 and the mounting 125
30, respectively, which support the casing on arms 84. 86 are slidably received .on the
pivot mountings 32, 34 (FIGURE 2) which elongated slide -bar 76. With tfiis .configurafacilitate some limited rotation of the scan- tion, the .traverse frame. 78 is movable. ...
ner' apparatus A therearound. A base 36 longitudinally., along of across the rotate "
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frame 64 for reasons and purposes to be
described in detail hereinafter. The traverse
frame 78 includes an elongated, generally
centrally located opening 88 therethrough
5 which also defines a portion of the opening
14 through the scanning apparatus A. Generally centrally mounted along the opposed
side edges of the traverse frame 78 are the
radiation source 10 at an area 90 and the
10 detector 12 at an area 92.
A drive motor generally designated 94 is
operably connected to an elongated threaded
drive shaft or screw 96, extending between
journals 98, 100, by a drive belt 102. The
15 drive motor 94 with the journal 98 a.nd the
journal 100 are conveniently affixed to the
rotate frame 64 by mounting brackets 104,
106, respectively. The drive shaft 96 is
operably mounted to the traverse frame 78
20 by a drive nut arrangement conveniently
located as at an area 108. With this arrangement and when the drive motor 94 is energized to drive the threaded drive shaft 96
in one direction or the other through the
25 drive belt 102, the drive shaft, through the
drive nut, will cause the traverse frame 78
to be moved on the rotate frame 64 along
the elongated slide bars 74, 76 in one direction or the other.
3Q
In operation of the scanner, it" is desired
to variously move the radiation source 10
and the detector 12 around the opening 14
in order that the necessary and/or desirable
X-rays may. be taken. For this purpose,
35. there is typically a first or normal position
for the radiation source 10 and detector 12
within the scanner apparatus A itself and
such a position for these components is
shown in F I G U R E 2. From this first or
40. normal position, the radiation source 10 and
detector 12 may be moved to a number of
different or second positions by simply moving the rotate and traverse frames 64, 78
independently or in conjunction with each
45 other through the drive motors 70, 94,
respectively. More particularly, the rotate
frame 64 allows the radiation source 10 and
detector 12 to be rotated generally around
the axis of the opening 14 and the traverse
50 frame 78 allows the radiation source and
detector to be moved transversely across the
plane of the opening 14. The traverse frame
78 always rotates with the rotate frame 64
since it is mounted thereto^ but it may also
55. independently traverse" the rotate frame
through use of the drive motor 94.
The specifics' of construction for the
ganfry frame B, rotate frame 64 and traverse
frame 78 have not been shown in precise
60. detail since they do not form a part of the
cable control and take-up mechanism C
embodying the present invention. Rather,
they have been shown 'somewhat' schematically in order that those skilled in the art
65 may appreciate the primary focus and pre-

ferred environment for the mechanism G
which will be described in detail hereinafter.;
. Because of the complexity of the overall
X-ray scanner construction, the complexity
of the attendant and supportive equipment,
and the nature of the radiation source 10
and detector 12, a number of flexible cables
which comprise the cable harness generally!
designated H in FIGURE 2 must be passed
through the gantry frame B for purposes of
rendering the radiation source and detector
operative. Since these components are inovable within the gantry frame B between
first and second positions, it is also necessary that a certain amount of slack b e
provided for these cables in order that they
will not be torn from their operative connections with their associated components.
Moreover, it is also necessary to locate the
cables within the gantry frame B so that
during operation of the scanning apparatus
A and movement of the radiation source 10
and detector 12, the cables will not rub
against or be trapped in the scanning
apparatus which could otherwise cause wearing and/or damage thereto.

70

75

80
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Therefore, the cable control and take-up
mechanism generally designated C in
FIGURE 2 is provided. In FIGURE 2, this
mechanism is shown as comprising three 95,
major components, that is, a cable track or
trough generally designated 120, a cablewheel assembly generally designated 122
and a biasing or tensioning means generally
designated 124. While the general configura- lQfl
tion and placement of this mechanism is
generally shown in F I G U R E 2, specific:
description thereof will hereinafter primarily
be made with reference to FIGURES 4—8.
Referring to FIGURES 4—6, the cable 105track or trough 120 is shown as having a
bottom wall 130 and spaced apart side walls
132, 134 upstanding therefrom so as to
define a trough area therebetween. T h e
cable trough 120 has an arcuate configtira- HOtion, which is generally, semi-circular;
extending between a first end 138 and a
second end 140. The trough 120 is rigidly
affixed by convenient means to the gantry
frame 8 so that the ends 130, 140 are' dis- U S
posed slightly above the horizontal centerline of the opening 72 in the rotate frame 64
and generally arcuately coextensive with the
drive gear 66, as best shown in FIGURE 1.
Moverover, the cable trough 120 is mounted 12Q
to the gantry frame B to the rear of the
rotate frame 64 as viewed in FIGURE 2.
While the trough 120 has been specifically
described with reference to a U-shaped
trough, it would also be possible to use other 125
trough or track-like constructions without
departing from the scope of the present
invention as defined by the appended claims.
With continued reference to FIGURES
4—6, the cable wheel assembly-generally. 130
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designated 122 comprises a cylindrical hub
area 150 and a pair of spaced apart circular
side discs 152, 154 having outer peripheral
edges 156 in rolling engagement with the
' 5 bottom wall 130 of the cable trough 120.
The hub area 150 and side discs 152, 154
define a cable channel, area 158 therebetween. The hub area 150 itself comprises
concentric inner and outer cylindrical hubs
10 160, 162 having bearing members 164 disposed therebetween in order that relative
rotational movement may be advantageously
obtained between the two hubs for reasons
which will become apparent hereinafter. The
15 side discs 152, 154 are conveniently mounted
to the inner hub 160-by bolts or the like
generally designated 166 in order that the
side discs may be rotated with the inner
hub, independently of the outer hub 162.
20 Moreover, and for reasons which will
become apparent hereinafter, the inner or
facing surfaces of the side discs 152, 154
are coated with" polytetrafluoroethylene in
order to provide good sliding surfaces.
25
Pivotally affixed to the axis or center of
the cable wheel assembly 122 is a biasing
or tensioning means connecting bracket
generally designated 168. The bracket 168
comprises a yoke-like arrangement having
30 opposed sides 170 extending radially outward from the cable wheel assembly axis
and connected together outwardly of the
side disc peripheral edges 156 by an end'
member 174. Extending outwardly of the
35 '. end member 174 toward the bottom wall
130 of the cable trough 120 is a leg 176
having a toller 178 affixed to the outermost
end thereof and in rolling engagement with
the bottom wall 130. The length of the leg
40 176 i s such that the bracket 178 will be
retained slightly above the upper edges of
the cable trough side walls 132, 134 in order
to prevent the tensioning means 124 from
rubbing thereagainst or catching thereon.
4 5 : The biasing or tensioning means 124 comprises a conventional spring reel arrangement 180 rotatably mounted to the gantry
frame B as by a mounting bracket 182.
(FIGURE 2) adjacent the upper portion of
50 : the frame. An idler sprocket 184 is rotatably
mounted to the gantry frame B adjacent the
lowermost portion thereof. A double pitch
roller chain 186 utilizing oversized plastics
rollers 188 therein (FIGURE" 8) extends
55 . from the spring reel arrangement 180,:
around the idler sprocket 184 to the outer
end 174 of the bracket .168 and is affixed
thereto as at 190. Because of the length of
the chain 186, a pair of spring reels 180
60 may have to be employed. Further, the
plastics material preferred for the oversized
rollers 188 is made from acctal resins.
•
, The harness H comprises' of cable rows
H I , H 2 and H3 and enters the X-ray scan65 ner A through the rear face 20 .adjacent. the

lower right hand portion thereof as viewed
in FIGURE 2 where it is clamped in posn
tion by a conventional clamp means 196;
The harness H is then strung through the
gantry frame B to the second end 140 of the 70
cable trough 120, then along and in the
trough toward the first end 138 thereof,
around a portion of the cable wheel
assembly 122 in the cable channel area 158
and then generally back toward the trough 75
second end 140.
As best shown in FIGURE 6, the cable
rows or layers H I , H2 and H3 comprise
three separate rows or layers each having
two cables therein. The width of the trough 80
area 136 is slightly greater than the maximum width of any of these three rows and
the side discs 152, 154 are also spaced apart
from each other by a distance slightly
greater than the maximum width of any one 85
of the cable rows or layers but less than
the width of the trough area 136 in order
that the cable wheel assembly 122 may be;
received in the trough 120. Moreover, the
radial distance between the outer hub 162 90
and the peripheral edges 156 of the side
discs 152, 154 is slightly greater than the
combined height of the three rows of cables
H I , H 2 and H 3 in order that the edges 156
may be " in rolling engagement with the 95
trough bottom wall 130,
From the cable wheel assembly 122, the
cables of the harness H are passed to an " S "
shaped cable bracket generally designated
200 which is rigidly affixed to the rotate 100
frame 64. A s best shown in, F I G U R E 3, the
cable bracket 200 is mounted to the rotate
frame 64 by means of a mounting bracket
202 and has a lead in end 204, a central
portion 206 and an'exit end 208. As noted 105
hereinabove, the control" and Lake-up mechanism C is mounted behind the rotate frame
64 and traverse frame 78 with the radiation
source 10 and detector 12 disposed to the
front of the rotate frame 64 as viewed in 110
F I G U R E 2, It is therefore necessary to .
string the cables of the hardness H from
the rear of the rotate frame 64 to the front
thereof in order that they may be connected
to the radiation source 10 and defector 12. 115
This change of direction or disposition of
the harness H occurs as the harness is
passed into the lead in end 204, then through
the central portion 206 and outwardly of
the exit end 208 where the central portion 120
206 is disposed generally transverse to the
plane of the rotate frame 64. Moreover, the
cables of the harness H are tightly retained
in the cable bracket 200 so that during
apparatus operation,- the cables may not 125
slip therethrough in one direction or the
other. Furthermore, and as best shown in
FIGURES 2 and 4, the bracket 200 receives
and locates the cable harness I I so that it
extends around, the wheel assembly hub area 130
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150 over approximately 180° of the circumference thereof.
After passing outwardly of the exit end
208, the cables are passed toward terminal
end connections (not shown) with the
operative components which they are to
supply or control. Disposed intermediate the
exit end 208 of the cable bracket 200 and
these terminal connections is a tensional
cable bracket 220. The bracket 220 is
closely received over the cables of the
harness H and has a chain or cable 220
extending therefrom to a spring reel 224
which, in turn, is mounted by a reel bracket
226 to the traverse frame 78. Intermediate
the cable bracket 200 and the terminal end
connections of the harness H is another
cable mounting bracket generally designated
230 which is mounted directly to the traverse
frame 78.
As particularly shown in FIGURES 2 and
4, and with the rotate frame 64 and the
traverse frame 78 in the normal or first
position shown therein, the cable wheel
assembly 122 itself is in a home position in
the cable trough 120 adjacent the first end
138. The biasing or tensioning means 124
exerts a biasing pressure through the chain
186 against the cable wheel assembly 122
in order to continuously urge it to that home
position. In scanner apparatus operation and
if only the traverse frame 78 is moved
relative to the apparatus and the rotate
frame 64 on the elongated slide bars or
rods 74, 76, the cable wheel assembly 122
will remain in the home position as shown
in FIGURES 2 and 4. This, of course, is
because the cable is closely retainingly
received in the bracket 220 and the bracket
itself is mounted to the rotate frame 64. As
the traverse frame 78 is moved relative to
the rotate frame 64 by the drive motor 94,
the cable bracket 220, through the spring
reel 224 and the chain or cable 222, retains
a slight tension on the cable so that it will
not flop or be otherwise misaligned between
the two frames which could cause cable
damage or the like and generally guides the
harness across the front of the traverse
frame 78 as that frame nears an extended
position adjacent the extremities of the slide
bars 74, 76.

wheel assembly 122 is moved from the home
position shown in FIGURES 2 and 4 to the
extended position shown in FIGURE 8, the
cable bracket 200 pulls the cables of the
harness H in the same direction as the
direction of the bracket of rotation. In this
process, the cables peel themselves from the
trough bottom wall 130 and roll over the
outer hub 162 of the cable wheel assembly
122 in order to follow movement of the
bracket 200. It should be here noted that all
the cables in the layers H I , H 2 and H3 of
the harness H which are positioned in the
cable trough 120 remain stationary and do
not slide through the trough. It should also
b e noted that the bracket 200 maintains the
cables in contact with the outer hub 162
over generally 180° of the circumference
thereof regardless of whether the cable wheel
assembly 122 is in the home position of
FIGURES 2' and 4 or the extended position
of FIGURE 8. Of course, during rotation
of the rotate frame 64 through a specific
degree or amount of angular travel, the
cable wheel assembly 122 only moves 4 of
that degree or amount of angular travel.
. The design of the cable wheel assembly
122 to provide independent rotational movement between the inner and outer cylindrical
hubs 160, 162 and the mounting of the side
discs 152, 154 to the inner hub allows the
cable wheel assembly to roll at the required
speed on the trough bottom wall 130, but
its angular velocity is not necessarily the
angular velocity of each of the cable layers
H I , H2 and H3. Each of the lawtrs can have
its own angular and tangential velocity with
only minute sliding occurring between the
cable layers during a flexing motion, that is,
movement between the home and extended
positions. In order to minimize the friction
between each layer, a light application of
silicone spray may be given to the cables
and to the cable wheel assembly 122.! "
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The biasing or tensioning means 124 110
maintains the cable wheel assembly 122 and
harness H under a constant tension in order
to prevent the cables from sliding in the
cable trough 120. Actually, the biasing of
tensioning means 124 merely provides a 115
balancing pull-back force to the cable wheel
assembly 122. The spring reel 180 may be
When the rotate frame 64 is moved in a pretorqued in order to provide an adequate
clockwise direction from the position shown and desired balancing force even when the
in F I G U R E 2, the cable bracket 200 which cable wheel assembly 122 and cables are in 120
is affixed to the rotate frame is also rotated or between the 12 and 3 o'clock positions
so as to pull the cable wheel assembly 122 as viewed-in. F I G U R E S : 2, 4 and 8. The
along the cable trough 120 from the home oversized rollers 188 used in the roller chain
position shown in FIGURE 4 to an ex- 186 provide-rolling, rather than sliding, frictended position spaced therefrom along tion on the trough bottom wall 130 when 125
trough 120, such as that shown in FIGURE the cable; wheel assembly is moved between
8. It is cable bracket 200 which pulls the' the home and extended positions where encables in- the direction of rotation thereby gagement between the chain and trough 120
also pulling the cable wheel assembly 122: is shown in FIGURE 8. • Moreover, the conalong the'cable trough. 120. As the cable struction of. the rollers 188. from plastics is 130
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deemed to enhance this rolling and both will, be apparent; to those stilled in the !art
features act to eliminate undesirable wear that the invention has broader applications
and drag on the overall control and take- and may be used in other apparatus and
up mechanism operation. Of course, move- environments where a single flexible cable
. 5 ment of the cable wheel assembly 122 may or the like, a. plurality of flexible cables or 70
be to positions other than that specifically the like or a flexible cable harness or the'like
shown in FIGURE 8, and these positions are connected to at least one operating mema r e dictated solely by the tension exerted ber which may be moved from a first
on the harness H through the cable mount- position to one or more second positions in
10 ing bracket 200 as the bracket is rotationally an operating plane. The .invention is patr 75
moved clockwise, as viewed in the ticularly applicable to those instances where
FIGURES, with the rotate frame 64.
careful control and take-up of a flexible
.. Normally, the rotate frame 64 is only table or the like is importatnt to prevent
moveable through approximately 180° of cable damage or eliminate undesired exces15 rotation by the drive gear 66 and drive sive premature cable wear during apparatus 80
motor 70; When the rotate frame 64 is operation,
moved to its maximum rotated position, the
cable wheel assembly 122 is moved to its
WHAT WE CLAIM I S : —
furthest extended position along the cable ; 1. A cable control and take-up mechan20 trough 120. When the rotate-frame .64 is ism for at least one elongated flexible cable 85
moved from a second position couiffer- Or theTike stationarily mounted at a first
clockwise, as viewed in the FIGURES, back area to an apparatus and operably conto the first position, the harness H is laid nected to a second area t o an operating
back into the cable trough 120 from around member which is selectively movable
25 the cable wheel assembly 122 as the cable relative to said apparatus in a predetermined 90.
wheel assembly itself is moved from an path between a first position and a second
extended position back to the home position position spaced from said first position, said
in response to: movement of the cable control and take-up mechanism comprising:
bracket 200 with the rotate frame and at the ' a cable track fixedly mounted to said
8Q urging of the biasing or tensioning means apparatus and having first and second spaced 95
124.
•- ' . - ' . '
apart ends, a portion of said at least one
. F I G U R E 9 shows a slightly modified form cable extending between said first and
for locating the plurality of cables which second areas passing longitudinally along at
comprise tiie cable ' harness H in and least a portion of said track;
35: between the cable trough area 136 and the
a cable wheel assembly communicating 10Q
wheel assembly channel area 158. For ease with said track and arranged for selective
of'illustration and appreciation of this modi- movement relative thereto, said cable wheel
fication, like components are identified by assembly having an assembly axis and inlike numerals with a prime (') suffix and eluding a cylindrical h u b having an outer
SO: new components have new numerals* surface and spaced apart sides extending 105
Accordingly, the bottom wail 1301 of the radially outward from the ends of said hub
able trough 1201 has been widened some- and rotatable about said assembly axis
what in order that all six cables HI 1 , H2 1 independently of said hub with the area
and H3 1 . of the cable harness may be between said sides and hub outer surface
#5". received longitudinally therealong in a side defining a cable receiving channel wherein 110
by side relationship. In addition, the width a portion of said at least one cable is
of the cable wheel assembly 122 has been received in said channel and around said
correspondingly, increased so that all of the hub between said track and said second
individual cables may be received in a side area, said cable wheel assembly being selec§0: by side relationship over the hub area l50 r . tively movable relative to said track between 115
This particular structural modification is a home, position adjacent said track first end
such that any difficulties , encountered with and an extended position spaced, along said
varying angular and tangential velocities track: t o w a r d ' s a i d track second end in
between adjacent rows'of cables and the response to the tension force of said at
§5 minute sliding between layers during flexing least one cable as said operating member 120
or movement "of the cables around the cable is moved from said first toward said second
wheel assembly hub area 1501 may be position; and
eliminated.
. '
• ' means for continuously urging said cable
T h e present "cable control and take-up wheel assembly toward said home position
60: mechanism h a s been specifically described against the tension of said a t least one cable. 125
with reference to' use in an X-ray scanner ; 2. A mechanism as claimed in claim 1
mechanism wherein a'radiation source* and wherein said cable track has an arcuate com
defector may be variously rotated or figuration: longitudinally thereover between
traversed in order to achieve particular said first and second ends. . '
65'Z desired end ,'X-raying resultsd However, it " 3. A: mechanism as claimed: in claim 2 130
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wherein said cable track has a generally
semi-circular configuration over the length
thereof.
4. A mechanism as claimed in claim 2
5 or claim 3 wherein said cable track is defined
by an elongated trough having a bottom wall
and spaced apart side walls upstanding
therefrom.
5. A mechanism as claimed in any one
10 of claims 1 to 4 wherein said hub comprises concentric inner and outer cylindrical
hubs mounted for independent rotation
about said assembly axis, said wheel
assembly sides being affixed to said inner
15 hub to facilitate relative rotational movement between said outer hub and said wheel
assembly sides.
6. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 4 wherein facing surfaces of
20 said wheel assembly sides are coated with
polytetrafiuoroethylene.
7. A mechanism as claimed in claim 5
wherein said wheel ^assembly sides are generally circular and have outer peripheral edges
25 disposed in rolling engagement with said
track, the transverse distance between- said
track and wheel assembly hub being slightly
greater than the transverse height of said at
least one cable extending upwardly from
30 said track.
8. A mechanism as claimed in a n y o n e
of claims 1 to 6 wherein said at least one
cable comprises a plurality of cables, at
least some of said plurality being disposed'
35.. on said track in longitudinal engagement
therewith and others of said plurality being
spaced from said track in longitudinal "engagement with said some of said plurality.
9. A mechanism as claimed in claim 8
40 wherein said wheel assembly sides are generally circular and have outer peripheral edges
disposed in rolling engagement with said
track, the transverse distance between said
track and wheel assembly hub being slightly
45 greater than the transverse height of said
some and said other of said plurality of
cables from said track.
10. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 6 wherein said at least one
50 cables comprises a plurality of cables disposed in a side by side "relationship in
longitudinal engagement with said track.
11. A mechanism as claimed in claim 10
wherein said wheel assembly sides are gener5 5 a l l y circular and have outer peripheral edges
disposed in rolling engagement with said
track," the "transverse distance between said
track and wheel assembly hub being slightly
greater than the greatest transverse height
60 of said plurality of cables from said "track
bottom wall. •
'
12. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of the preceding claims wherein said means
for continuously urging comprises a spring
65..' biased reel spaced remote from said cable

wheel assembly arid operably connected
thereto by an elongated flexible member;
said reel being spring biased in a manner
such that said cable wheel assembly will be
continuously urged to said home position
with said elongated flexible member being
paid out from said reel as said wheel
assembly is moved from said home to said
extended position and paid onto said reel as
said assembly is moved from said extended
to said home position.
13. A mechanism as claimed in claim
12 wherein said flexible member comprises a
length of chain having one end thereof operably connected to said cable wheel assembly,
said urging means further including an idler
sprocket wheel disposed on said apparatus
between said spring reel and cable wheel
assembly with said chain passing over said
sprocket wheel and in engagement therewith.
14. A mechanism as claimed in claim 13
wherein said cable wheel assembly further
includes a chain mounting yoke pivotally
affixed to said wheel assembly at the axis
of said assembly and extending radially outward therefrom with said chain being connected to a portion of said yoke spaced
radially outward from the peripheral edges
of said wheel assembly sides, said wheel
assembly including means for maintaining
said yoke at a desired spaced: location.,-from
said track.
15. A mechanism as claimed in claim 13
or claim 14 where said chain Comprises
double pitch roller chain with the rollers
thereof constructed from a plastics material.
16. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of the preceding claims wherein said at least
one cable is maintained in contact with
said wheel assembly hub over the same
degree of the circumference thereof when
said assembly is in said home position and
as said assembly is moved between said
home and extended positions.
' 17. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of the preceding claims wherein said first
and second positions, of said operating member are coplanar and disposed in an operating plane, movement of said cable wheel
assembly relative to said track between said
home and extended positions being in a
plane generally parallel to said operating
plane.
18. A mechanism as claimed in any one
of claims 1 to 16 wherein said apparatus
comprises an X-ray scanner and said operating member comprises a radiation source
and a detector movable between said first
arid second positions about an opening in
said scanner and which first and. second
positions are coplanar and disposed in an
operating plane, said cable track, being
mounted to said scanner in a plane generally
parallel to said operating plane with movement of said cable wheel assembly relative
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to- said track between said home and ex21. A mechanism as claimed: in claim 19
tended positions being generally parallel to or claim 20 wherein said hub comprises consaid operating plane.
centric cylindrical inner and outer hubs
• 19-.., ^ cable control and take-up mech- mounted for independent rotation about said
5 anism . for at least one elongated flexible assembly axis; with: said wheel assembly sides 70
cable or the like stationarily mounted at a being mounted to said inner hub to facilitate
first area to an apparatus and extending to relative rotational movement, between said
a movable second area in said apparatus and outer hub and said wheel assembly sides, the
operably; connected to an operating member outer peripheral edges o f ' said wheel
10 which; is selectively movable relative to said assembly sides being disposed in. rolling 75
apparatus in a predetermined planar operat- engagement with a bottom wall of said
ing plane between a first normal position track. .
and a ; second position spaced from said first 22. A mechanism as claimed in claim 21
position, said control and take-up mech- wherein said track comprises a trough hav15 anism comprising:
ing a bottom wall and spaced apart side 80
. an elongated arcuate cable track fixedly walls upstanding therefrom, said cable wheel
mounted to said apparatus in a plane gener- assembly being disposed in rolling engageally parallel to said operating plane with ment with said bottom wall,
said track having first and second spaced
23. A. mechanism as claimed in any one
20 apart ends, a portion of said at least one of claims 19 to 22 wherein facing surfaces 85
cable; extending between said first and of said wheel assembly sides are coated with
second areas -being longitudinally received polytetrafiuotoethylene.
along at least a portion of said track;
_
24. A mechanism as claimed in claim 19
a cable wheel assembly communicating or claim 20 wherein said at least one flexible
25 with said cable track and arranged for selec- cable comprises a plurality of cables.
90
tive rolling movement therein and having an . 25. A mechanism as claimed in claim 24
assembly axis extending generally normal to wherein at least some, of said plurality of
the longitudinal axis of said track, Said cables are disposed longitudinally along said
cable wheel assembly including a cylindrical track in engagement therewith and-others of
30 hub -having an outer surface and spaced said plurality are spaced from said track in 95
apart,sides extending radially outward of longitudinal engagement with said some of
said hub with said sides and hub being said plurality and wherein the outer perirotatable about said assembly axis independ- pheral edges of said wheel assembly sides
ently of each other, the area between said are in rolling contact with said track.
35: sides and hub defining a cable receiving
26. A mechanism as claimed in claim 24 100
channel with a portion of said at least one wherein said plurality of cables are disposed
cable being received 'in said channel in con- in a side by side relationship longitudinally
tact with a circumferential portion of said along said track in engagement therewith
hub between said cable track and said and wherein the outer peripheral edges of
40: second area^ said cable wheel assembly being said wheel assembly sides are in rolling 105
selectively rollingly movable on said track contact with said track,
about said assembly axis "between a home
27. A mechanism as claimed in any one
position adjacent said track'first end when of claims 19 to 26 wherein said means for
said operating member is in said first posi- continuously urging comprises a spring
45: tion and an extended position spaced along biased reel spaced remote from said cable HO
said track toward said track second end as wheel assembly and operably connected
said operating member is moved from said thereto by an elongated flexible member,
first toward said second position, said cable said reel being "spring biased in a manner
wheel assembly-being moved from said such that said cable wheel assembly will be
50 home toward .said extended position by the continuously urged to said home position 115
tension force exerted; on said assembly with said elongated flexible member being
around said'hub by said at least one cable paid out from ' said reel as said wheel
as said operating member is moved from assembly is moved" from said home to said
said first toward isaid second'position; "and extended position and paid onto said reel
55;
means for'continuously Urging said cable as said wheel assembly is moved from said 120
wheel assembly toward said home position extended to said home position,
against the tension force of said at least one
'28. A me'chanisni as claimed in claim 27
cable],r
•
••--'
•
"
wherein said cable wheel assembly further
'20; i: A mechanism as claimed in claim 19 includes a mounting yoke pivotally mounted
66 i wherein said at least one cable is in contact to said wheel assembly at said assembly axis 125
with-said cable wheel assembly hub "over and extending radially outward therefrom
approximately 180° of the circumference beyond the outer' peripheral edges of said
thereof, when said assembly is in said home wheel assembly sides, said flexible member
position^ and-as-said assembly is moved comprising a length of roller chain with the
65 r between said;.-hpme and extended positions, rollers. thereof constructed from a "plastics' 130
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material and wherein said chain is affixed to hub outer surface defining a cable receiving*
said mounting yoke at an area thereof channel wherein a portion of said at least
spaced radially outward of said side peri- one cable is received in said channel and
pheral edges, said cable wheel assembly also around said hub between said track and said .
5 including means for maintaining an outer second area, said cable wheel assembly being 70
end of said mounting yoke at a desired selectively movable relative to said track
spaced location from said track.
between a home position adjacent said track
29. A mechanism as claimed in any one first end arid an extended position spaced
of claims 19 to 28 further including a cable along said track toward said track second
10 retaining member disposed between said end, said cable wheel assembly being mov- 75
cable wheel assembly and said operating able between said home and extended posimember, said retaining member being tions in response to the tension of said at
mounted in said apparatus for selective least one cable as said radiation source and
movement with said operating member detector are moved between said first and
15 for maintaining said at least one cable second positions; and means for continu- 80
in continuous contact with said wheel ously urging said cable wheel assembly
assembly hub over the same degree of the toward said home position against the tencircumference thereof as said operating sion of said at least one cable,
member is moved between said first and
33. Apparatus as claimed in claim 32
20 second positions.
wherein said cable track has an arcuate con- 85
30. A mechanism as claimed in any one figuration longitudinally thereover between
of claims 19 to 29 wherein said apparatus said first and second ends.
comprises an X-ray scanner and said operat34. Apparatus as claimed in claim 32 or
ing member comprises a rdiation source claim 33 wherein said cable track is defined
25 and a detector at least rotatably movable by an elongated trough having a bottorii wall 90
between said first and second positions in and spaced apart side walls upstanding
said operating plane about an opening in- therefrom.
eluded in said scanner, said cable wheel
35. Apparatus as claimed in claim 32,
assembly being movable between said home claim 33 or claim 34 wherein said wheel
30 and extended positions in response to the assembly sides are generally circular and 95
tension of said at least one cable thereon as have outer peripheral edges disposed in
said radiation source and detector are at rolling engagement with said track, the
least rotatably moved around said opening transverse distance between said track and
between said first and second positions.
wheel assembly hub being slightly greater
35
31. A cable control and take-up mech- than the transverse height of said at least 100
anism substantially as herein described with one cable extending upwardly from said
reference to Figures 1 to 8, or Figures 1 to track.
8 as modified by Figure 9, of the accom36. Apparatus as claimed in any one of
panying drawings.
claims 32 to 35, further including a cable
40
32. An X-ray scanning apparatus having retaining member disposed between said 105
a radiation source and detector mounted cable wheel assembly and said radiation
therein for selective movement at least rota- source, said retaining member being mounted
tionally through an operating plane between for selective movement with said radiation
first and second positions around an appara- source and detector for maintaining said at
45 tus opening, at least one elongated cable least one cable in continuous contact with 110
extending through said apparatus from a said wheel assembly hub over the' same
first area to operative engagement with at degree of the circumference thereof as said
least said radiation source at a second area, radiation source and detector are moved
and a cable control and take-up mechanism between said first and second positions.
50 for said at least one cable, said mechanism
37. Apparatus as claimed in claim 36 115
including : a cable track fixedly mounted to wherein said radiation source and detector
said apparatus and having first and second are operably mounted to a rotate frame for
spaced apart ends, a portion of said at least providing said at least rotational movement
one cable extending between said first and therefor, said cable retaining member also
55 second areas passing longitudinally along at being mounted to said rotate frame for at 120
least a portion of said track; a cable wheel least rotational movement coextensive with
assembly communicating with said track said radiation source and detector,
and arranged for selective movement relative
38. Apparatus as claimed in any one of
thereto, said cable wheel assembly having an claims 32 to 37 wherein said means for con60 assembly axis and including a cylindrical tinuously urging comprises a spring biased 12$
hub having an outer surface and spaced reel spaced remote from said cable wheel
apart sides extending radially outward from assembly and operably connected thereto b y
the ends of said hub and rotatable about an elongated flexible member, said reel being
said assembly axis independently of said spring biased in a manner' such that said
65 hub with the area between said sides and cable wheel assembly will be continuously 130
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urged to said home position with said
elongated flexible member being paid out
from said reel as said wheel assembly is
moved from said home to said extended
position and paid onto said reel as said
assembly is moved from extended to said
home position.
39. An X-ray scanning apparatus., substantially as herein described with reference

12

to Figures 1 to 8, or Figures 1 to 8 as
modified by Figure 9, of the accompanying
drawings.
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